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Abstract. In this paper we explore the class of Strictly Piecewise languages, originally introduced to characterize long-distance phonotactic
patterns by Heinz [7] as the Precedence Languages. We provide a series
of equivalent abstract characterizations, discuss their basic properties,
locate them relative to other well-known subregular classes and provide
algorithms for translating between the grammars defined here and finite
state automata as well as an algorithm for deciding whether a regular
language is Strictly Piecewise.

1

Introduction

From the beginning of the generative linguistics program, long-distance dependencies in natural language have attracted considerable interest. For example,
[2] establishes that the long-distance dependencies necessary to describe sentence well-formedness are beyond the reach of ﬁnite state methods, and later
work continues to characterize the kinds of non-local dependencies in natural
language in ways which require increasingly expressive formalisms [11,21,12].
Although many long-distance dependencies in natural language require expressive formalisms that are at least context-free [2,11,21,12], some non-local
patterns in natural language do not. An example from Heinz [7,8] comes from
the sibilant harmony process of Sarcee, where [-anterior] sibilants like [ ] and
[] regressively require [+anterior] sibilants like [s] and [z] to assimilate in anteriority, but not vice versa [3,4].1 As a consequence of this phonological rule,
there are no words in Sarcee where [-anterior] sibilants may follow [+anterior]
sibilants as in (1b), though the reverse is possible (1a) (data from Cook [3]). In
the examples in (1), witness that words are well-formed when the [+anterior]
sibilant [z] follows a [-anterior] sibilant like [ ] in (a) ‘my duck,’ but there are no
words in Sarcee where [-anterior] sibilants like [ ] may follow [+anterior] sibilants
like [s], as in the hypothetical example in (1c).
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1. a. /  / → Ë ØË z ‘my duck’
c. cf. *× ØË
b. / / → 
Ë Ë ‘I killed them again’

Þ

Heinz [7,8] observes that these kinds of long-distance dependencies can be described according to the well-formedness of subsequences: in Sarcee discontiguous subsequences like [ ] and [ ] are well-formed but discontiguous subsequences
like [ ] and [ ] are not (since the phonological rule requires the [s] to become
[ ] when followed by [ ]).
The Piecewise Testable (PT) languages [22] are a subclass of the regular
languages that can describe this kind of non-local pattern. These languages are
similar, in many respects, to the Locally Testable (LT) languages [16,17] except
that the two classes diﬀer in how they determine an expression’s well-formedness:
for LT languages, an expression’s well-formedness depends entirely on the set
of contiguous subsequences (up to some length k, known as k-factors) in the
expression, whereas for PT languages, an expression’s well-formedness depends
entirely on the set of subsequences (not necessarily contiguous and up to some
length k) found within the expression.
In fact, Sarcee-like non-local patterns are describable by a proper subclass
of the PT languages, which we call Strictly Piecewise (SP). This name reﬂects
the fact that the relationship between the SP languages and the PT languages
is precisely analogous to the the relationship between the Strictly Local (SL)
languages and the LT languages [16,17]. The SP class completes a dual hierarchy
of subregular language classes with the Local branch being characterized by
immediate adjacency (successor) and the Piecewise branch by precedence (lessthan):
– SP and LT are the languages deﬁnable as intersections of certain simple
negative constraints, i.e., as conjunctions of complements of atomic formulae which are satisﬁed by strings that contain a speciﬁed subsequence or,
respectively, factor (the so called forbidden subsequences/factors).
– PT and LT are the languages deﬁnable by arbitrary propositional formulae
of this sort.
– The Star Free (SF) languages and the Locally Threshold Testable (LTT)
languages are the languages that First-Order (FO) deﬁnable over sequences
with less-than and successor, respectively. Since successor is FO deﬁnable
from less-than, LTT is a subclass of SF.
– The Regular languages are those that are Monadic Second-Order (MSO)
deﬁnable over sequences with either less-than or successor.
Strikingly, SP turns out to be exactly the class of languages which are closed
under subsequence.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 deﬁnes basic notation.
Section 3 reviews the Piecewise Testable languages. Most of the results in this
section are well-known (see [22], [19], [15], [13], [23]); the rest are probably best
attributed to folklore. The primary contributions of this paper are in Sections 4
and 5. Section 4 deﬁnes the Strictly Piecewise Testable languages, explores some
of their properties and provides a number of abstract characterizations of the
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class. Section 5 presents algorithms for extracting a SPk grammar from a minimal
Deterministic Finite-State Automaton (DFA) recognizing a SPk language and
for constructing a minimal DFA recognizing an SPk language from its grammar.
Together these provide an algorithm for deciding if an arbitrary regular language
is SP and, if it is, for determining the least k for which it is SPk . In section 6
we consider the parallels between the Piecewise Testable and Locally Testable
hierarchies from a descriptive perspective.

2

Preliminaries

We start with some mostly standard notation. P(S) denotes the power set of
the set S; S1 − S2 set-theoretic diﬀerence. Σ denotes a ﬁnite set of symbols
and a string over Σ is a ﬁnite sequence of symbols drawn from that set. Σ k ,
Σ ≤k , Σ ∗ denote all strings over this alphabet of length k, of length less than or
equal to k, and of any ﬁnite length, respectively.  denotes the empty string. |w|
denotes the length of string w and |w|σ denotes the number of occurrences of
σ ∈ Σ in w. A language L is a subset of Σ ∗ ; L its complement relative to Σ ∗ .
Concatenation of sets of strings is denoted L1 · L2 = {uv | u ∈ L1 and v ∈ L2 }.
When discussing partial functions, we use the notation ↑ and ↓ to indicate that
the function is undeﬁned, respectively is deﬁned, for some particular arguments.
A Deterministic Finite-state Automaton. (DFA) is a tuple M = Q, Σ, q0 , δ, F 
where Q is the state set, Σ is the alphabet, q0 is the start state, δ is a deterministic transition function and F is the set of accepting states. Let δ̂ : Q × Σ ∗ → Q
be the (partial) path function of M, i.e., δ̂(q, w) is the (unique) state reachable
from state q via the sequence w, if any, or δ̂(q, w)↑ otherwise. The language
def

recognized by a DFA M is L(M) = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | δ̂(q0 , w)↓ ∈ F }.
Two strings w and v over Σ are distinguished by a DFA M iﬀ δ̂(q0 , w) =
δ̂(q0 , v). They are Nerode equivalent with respect to a language L if and only
if wu ∈ L ⇐⇒ vu ∈ L for all u ∈ Σ ∗ . All DFAs which recognize L must
distinguish strings which are inequivalent in this sense, but no DFA recognizing
L necessarily distinguishes any strings which are equivalent. Hence the number
of equivalence classes of strings over Σ modulo Nerode equivalence with respect
to L gives a (tight) lower bound on the number of states required to recognize L.
A DFA is minimal if the size of its state set is minimal among DFAs accepting
the same language. A minimal DFA is trimmed if the (unique) sink state has
been removed. The reader is referred to [10] for details.
The relation between strings which is fundamental to Piecewise Testability is
the subsequence relation, which is a partial order on Σ ∗ :
w

def
v ⇐⇒ w = ε or w = σ1 · · · σn and (∃w0 , . . . , wn ∈ Σ ∗ )[v = w0 σ1 w1 · · · σn wn ].

in which case we say w is a subsequence of v. The subsequence relation is compatible with concatenation: w1 v1 and w2 v2 implies that w1 w2 v1 v2 .
For w ∈ Σ ∗ , let
Pk (w) = {v ∈ Σ k | v
def

w} and P≤k (w) = {v ∈ Σ ≤k | v
def

w},
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the set of subsequences of length k, respectively length no greater than k, of w.
Let Pk (L) and P≤k (L) be the natural extensions of these to sets of strings. Note
that P0 (w) = {ε}, for all w ∈ Σ ∗ , that P1 (w) is the set of symbols occurring in
w and that P≤k (L) is ﬁnite, for all L ⊆ Σ ∗ .

3

Piecewise Testable Languages

The class of Piecewise Testable languages (PT) was introduced by Simon [22]
as the Boolean closure of the class of languages of the form Σ ∗ σ1 Σ ∗ · · · Σ ∗ σn Σ ∗
where σ1 · · · σn is a possibly empty word in Σ ∗ .
Following Sakarovitch and Simon [19], Lothaire [15] and Kontorovich, et al., [13]
we call the set of strings that contain w as a subsequence the (principal) shuﬄe
ideal 2 of w:
SI(w) = {v ∈ Σ ∗ | w v}.
Then the class of Piecewise Testable (PT) languages is the smallest class of
languages including SI(w) for all w ∈ Σ ∗ and closed under Boolean operations. Similarly, the class of k-Piecewise Testable (PTk ) languages is the smallest
class of languages including SI(w) for all w ∈ Σ ≤k and closed under Boolean
operations.
Extending the notion of shuﬄe ideal to languages, SI(L) is the closure of L
under inverse :
SI(L) = {v ∈ Σ ∗ | ∃w ∈ L, w v}
From a model-theoretic perspective, PTk is the class of languages deﬁnable
by propositional formulae in which the atomic formulae are strings in Σ ≤k with
a string w ∈ Σ ∗ satisfying a formula p ∈ Σ ≤k iﬀ w ∈ SI(p). PT is the class of
languages deﬁnable by arbitrary ﬁnite formulae of this type.
The class of Piecewise Testable languages has a well-known characterization
(sometimes taken to be its deﬁnition):
Theorem 1. L ⊆ Σ ∗ is in the class PT iﬀ there exists some k such that, for
all w, v ∈ Σ ∗ ,
P≤k (w) = P≤k (v) ⇒ (w ∈ L ⇔ v ∈ L).
Since P≤k (Σ ∗ ) is ﬁnite for all k and Σ, one consequence of this characterization
is that a language is in PT iﬀ it is the union of a ﬁnite set of equivalence classes
def
modulo the relation w ≡k v ⇐⇒ P≤k (w) = P≤k (v). Given this, we can take a
PTk language to be generated by a ﬁnite set of subsets of Σ ≤k .
Definition 1 (PTk Grammar). A PTk grammar is a pair G = Σ, T  where
T ⊆ P(Σ ≤k ). The language licensed by a PTk grammar is
def

L(G) = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | P≤k (w) ∈ T }.
2

Properly SI(w) is the principal ideal generated by {w} wrt the inverse of .
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Note that L(G) = ∅ iﬀ T = ∅ and ε ∈ L(G) iﬀ {ε} ∈ T .
Theorem 2. The classes PTk form a proper hierarchy in k: (∀k)[PTk  PTk+1 ].
The inclusion follows from the fact that ≡k+1 is a reﬁnement of ≡k . To see that
it is proper, let
def
∗
L≤kb = {w ∈ {a, b} | |w|b ≤ k}.
This is not in PTk since P≤k (bk ) = P≤k (bk+1 ). On the other hand, it is in PTk+1
since it is the complement of SI(bk+1 ).
Theorem 3. The class of ﬁnite languages is a proper subset of the class of
Piecewise Testable languages.
Any singleton set {w} is PT|w|+1 , being the intersection of SI(w) and all SI(v)
for v ∈ Σ |w|+1 . Hence every ﬁnite set L is in PTk for every k greater than the
longest string in L. On the other hand, there is no k for which the class of ﬁnite
languages is included in PTk .
Theorem 4. PT and PTk , for any k > 0, are not closed under concatenation.
The languages L≤kb = L≤(k−1)b · L≤1b witness that PTk is not closed under
concatenation. For the general case consider the language Lawb = {a} · Σ ∗ ·
{b}. This is the concatenation of three PT2 languages, but it is not, itself, PT.
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that it was PT. Then it would be PTk for
some k. But then the string (ab)k ∈ Lawb while (ab)k a ∈ Lawb despite the fact
∗
that P≤k ((ab)k ) = P≤k ({a, b} ) = P≤k ((ab)k a), contradicting Theorem 1.
Theorem 5 (Simon 1975). The class of Piecewise Testable languages is a
proper subset of the class of Star-Free languages: PT  SF.
SI(w), where w = σ1 σ2 · · · σ|w| , is denoted by the SF expression
∅ · σ1 · ∅ · · · · · ∅ · σ|w| · ∅.
and SF is closed under Boolean operations. That the inclusion is proper is witnessed by the fact that Lawb ∈ SF.
Theorem 6. The class of Star-Free languages is the closure of the class of Piecewise Testable languages under concatenation and Boolean operations.
SF is the closure of the class of Finite languages under union, concatenation and
complement (hence concatenation and Boolean operations).

4

Strictly Piecewise Languages

Languages that are Locally Testable in the Strict Sense (Strictly Local, SL)
are deﬁned only in terms of the set of k-factors which are licensed to occur
in the string (equivalently the complement of that set with respect to Σ ≤k ,
the forbidden factors) [16]. In this section we introduce the class of languages
obtained by the analogous restriction to PT, which we call Piecewise Testable
in the Strict Sense (Strictly Piecewise, SP).
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Definition 2 (SPk Grammar). A SPk grammar is a pair G = Σ, T  where
T ⊆ Σ k . The language licensed by a SPk grammar is
def

L(G) = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | P≤k (w) ⊆ P≤k (T )}.
A language is SPk iﬀ it is L(G) for some SPk grammar G. It is SP iﬀ it is SPk
for some k.
The SP languages have a variety of characteristic properties.
Theorem 7. The following are equivalent:

1. L = w∈S [SI(w)], S ﬁnite,
2. L ∈ SP,
3. (∃k)[P≤k (w) ⊆ P≤k (L) ⇒ w ∈ L],
4. w ∈ L and v w ⇒ v ∈ L (L is subsequence closed),
5. L = SI(X), X ⊆ Σ ∗ (L is the complement of a shuﬄe ideal).
Proof. These are each almost immediate consequences of their predecessors.
That 1 implies 2 is witnessed by the SPk grammar Σ, Σ ≤k − S, where k is
the maximum length of the strings in S.
To see that 2 implies 3, suppose that L ∈ SP. Then L ∈ SPk for some k and
there is some Σ 
and T ⊆ Σ ≤k for which L = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | P≤k (w) ⊆ P≤k (T )}.
Then P≤k (L) = w∈L [P≤k (w)] ⊆ P≤k (T ). That L is closed under Property 3
follows immediately.
That 3 implies 4 follows from the fact that v w ∈ L ⇒ P≤k (v) ⊆ P≤k (w) ⊆
P≤k (L).
That 4 implies 5 follows immediately from the deﬁnition of SI(X) since closure
of L under subsequence implies that L is closed under inverse subsequence.
Finally, 5 implies 1 by DeMorgan’s theorem and the fact that every shuﬄe
ideal is ﬁnitely generated, which is a consequence of the fact that there are no
inﬁnite sequences of strings over a ﬁxed alphabet which are pairwise unrelated
by subsequence.3
Corollaries: If L ∈ SPk then:
1. wv ∈ L ⇒ w, v ∈ L (Preﬁx and Suﬃx closure),
2. P1 (L) ⊆ L (Unit strings) and
3. L = ∅ ⇒ ε ∈ L (Empty string).
Theorem 8 (Proper Hierarchy). (∀k)[SPk  SPk+1 ].
Inclusion follows from Property 3 of Theorem 7 along with the fact that P≤k (w) =
P≤k (P≤k+1 (w)).4 The same sequence of languages that witnesses separation of
the PTk classes witnesses separation of the SPk classes.
3
4

This is Theorem 6.12 of Lothaire [15], although Lothaire attributes the general principle to Higman [9].
It should be noted, though, that the language licensed by Σ, T  as an SPk+1 grammar is not equal to that licensed by Σ, T  as an SPk grammar, since T ⊆ Σ k implies
that no string of length greater than k will be licensed in the SPk+1 sense.
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Theorem 9. SP and SPk , for any k > 0, are closed under intersection and
(in a trivial sense) Kleene closure. SPk is not closed under union or concatenation, although SP is closed under both. Neither SP nor SPk are closed under
complement or intersection with Regular languages.
Proof. Closure under intersection follows immediately from Property 1 of
Theorem 7.
Non-closure of SPk under union is witnessed by the language L = L<ka ∪
L<kb = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | |w|a < k or |w|b < k} This is the union of two SLk sets, but
it is not, itself, SLk since P≤k (ak bk ) ⊆ P≤k (L). For concatenation, note that
L≤(k−1)b and L≤1b are both SLk but L≤(k−1)b · L≤1b = L≤kb ∈ SLk .
Closure of SP under union, intersection and concatenation follows nearly immediately from the equivalence of SP with the class of languages that are closed
under subsequence.
Since all SPk languages include all symbols occurring in the strings of the set
as unit strings, if L ∈ SPk then L∗ = P1 (L)∗ , i.e., L∗ is the set of all strings over
that subset of the alphabet which actually occurs in strings in L.
Non-closure of SP (hence SPk ) under complement follows from the fact that
no non-trivial shuﬄe ideal is closed under subsequence. Non-closure under intersection with Regular sets is witnessed by the fact that no non-empty subset
of {ε} is closed under subsequence.
Theorem 10. PT (respectively, PTk ) is the closure of SP (respectively, SPk )
under Boolean operations.
That every SPk language is PTk follows from Theorem 1 and Property 3 of
Theorem 7. That every PTk language is a Boolean combination of SPk languages
follows from the fact that SI(w), for any w ∈ Σ ∗ is the complement of a SP|w|
language.
It’s striking that, while PT is the closure of SP under Boolean operations, the
latter is closed under concatenation while the former is not.

5

SP and the Regular Languages

Since SP ⊆ PT ⊆ Star-Free ⊆ Regular every SP language is recognizable by
a Deterministic Finite-State Automaton (DFA). Theorem 7 has a number of
consequences for the structure of the trimmed, minimal DFAs which recognize
SP languages. In particular, let M = Q, Σ, q0 , δ, F  be a trimmed minimal DFA
for which L(M) ∈ SPk . Then:
– All states of M are accepting states: F = Q.
– For all q1 , q2 ∈ Q and σ ∈ Σ, if δ̂(q1 , σ)↑ and δ̂(q1 , w) = q2 for some w ∈ Σ ∗
then δ̂(q2 , σ)↑. (Missing edges propagate down.)
– All cycles are self-edges.
– For all q1 , q2 ∈ Q and u, v, w ∈ Σ ∗ , if δ̂(q0 , w) = q1 , δ̂(q1 , v) = q2 and q1 = q2
then:
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• (∃u ∈ Σ ∗ )[δ̂(q0 , wu)↓ and δ̂(q0 , wvu)↑] and
• (∀u ∈ Σ ∗ )[δ̂(q0 , wvu)↓ ⇒ δ̂(q0 , wu)↓]
Lemma 1. Let M = Q, Σ, q0 , δ, F  be a trimmed, minimal DFA for which
L(M) ∈ SPk . Then P≤k (L(M)) = {w ∈ Σ ≤k | δ̂(q0 , w)↓}.
This follows from closure under subsequence.
Lemma 1 provides an algorithm which, given a DFA that recognizes an SPk
language, constructs the SPk grammar for that language. One simply does a
search of the transition graph of the DFA with the depth limited to k, recording
the strings labeling the paths traversed. The time complexity of this algorithm
is Θ(card(Σ)k ). Note that this construction will yield some SPk grammar given
any M; that grammar will license L(M) iﬀ L(M) is SPk .
Lemma 2. Suppose w ∈ Σ k , w = σ1 · · · σk .
Let MSI(w) = Q, Σ, q0 , δ, F , where Q = {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, q0 = 1, F = Q and for
all qi ∈ Q, σ ∈ Σ:
⎧
⎨ qi+1 if σ = σi and i < k,
if σ = σi and i = k,
δ(qi , σ) = ↑
⎩
qi otherwise.
Then MSI(w) is a minimal, trimmed DFA that recognizes the complement of
SI(w), i.e., SI(w) = L(MSI(w) ).
Lemma 2 provides the foundation for an algorithm which, given an SPk grammar
Σ, T  for a language L, constructs a minimal, trimmed DFA which recognizes
L. One constructs the trimmed, minimal DFA for SI(w) for each w ∈ Σ ≤k −
P≤k (T ), and then constructs the trimmed, minimal DFA for their intersection.
The complexity of this algorithm is Θ(card(Σ)k ) (since card(T ) = Θ(card(Σ)k ,
worst case).
Together, Lemmas 1 and 2, applied alternately for increasingly large k provide
a mechanism for determining the least k for which L(M) ∈ SPk if, in fact, there
is such a k. All that remains is to determine a bound on the size of the k for
which L(M) could be SPk .
Lemma 3. Suppose L ∈ SPk − SPk−1 . Then every DFA that recognizes L has
at least k states.
L ∈ SPk − SPk−1 implies that there is at least one w ∈ Σ k such that SI(w)∩L =
∅ but for all proper subsequences v of w it is the case that SI(v) ∩ L = ∅. In fact,
since SPk languages are closed under subsequence v itself must be in L.
Suppose v1 and v2 are distinct proper preﬁxes of w, |v1 | < |v2 |. Then there is
some u such that v2 u = w ∈ L. On the other hand, v1 u is a proper subsequence
of w and thus, by choice of w, v1 u ∈ L.
Hence none of the k proper preﬁxes of w are Nerode equivalent (with respect
to L) to each other or to w and any DFA recognizing L will need to distinguish
at least k + 1 classes of strings, hence have at least k states.
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Theorem 11. There is an algorithm which, given any Regular language L, decides if L is SP and, if it is, determines the least k for which L is SPk and
returns an SPk grammar for L.
Assume, wlog, that L is presented as a trimmed, minimal DFA. The algorithm
constructs potential SPk grammars for increasing k using Lemma 1 and constructs trimmed, minimal DFAs for each using Lemma 2. The ﬁrst grammar
constructed in this way that is isomorphic to the DFA for L will be an SPk
grammar for the least k for which L is SPk . By Lemma 3, if no such DFA is
found for k ≤ card(Q) then L is not SPk for any k.
The time complexity of this algorithm is Θ(card(Σ)card(Q) ), i.e., it is exponential time. This, however, turns out to be optimal for algorithms that actually
construct an SPk grammar for L.
Theorem 12. Suppose L ∈ SP. Let card(Q) be the size of the state set of a
trimmed, minimal DFA recognizing L. Then the worst case size of the grammar
for L is Θ(card(Σ)card(Q) ).
By Lemma 3, no grammar for an SP language can be larger than card(Σ)card(Q) ,
where Q is the state set of a trimmed minimal DFA recognizing that language.
By Lemma 2, grammars of that size do exist.

6

Dual Subregular Hierarchies

The hierarchy of Local classes of languages has a very attractive model-theoretic
characterization. The class of Strictly Local languages is properly extended by
the class of Locally Testable languages, which is the class of languages deﬁnable
by propositional formulae in which the atomic formulae are blocks of symbols
interpreted as factors of the string. This is properly extended by the class of
Locally Threshold Testable languages, which is the class of languages deﬁnable
by First-Order formulae with adjacency (successor) but not precedence (lessthan). This is properly extended by the class of Regular languages, which is
the class of languages deﬁnable by Monadic Second-Order formulae with either
adjacency or precedence, equivalently with both (since they are MSO deﬁnable
from each other).
As we have seen here, the Piecewise classes provide a parallel sequence of
classes. The class of SP languages corresponds to the Strictly Local languages,
except that they are deﬁned in terms of subsequences rather than factors. This is
extended by the class of PT languages, which is the class of languages deﬁnable
over propositional formulae in which the atomic formulae are blocks of symbols
interpreted as subsequences of the string. Hence PT corresponds to LT except
that, again, it is deﬁned in terms of subsequences rather than factors. The class
of languages deﬁnable by First-Order formulae with precedence, corresponding
to LTT on the adjacency side, is the class of Star-Free sets. Since adjacency is FO
deﬁnable from precedence, LTT is actually a (proper) subclass of SF. Finally, the
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Fig. 1. Parallel Sub-regular Hierarchies

two branches become indistinguishable at the MSO level in the class of Regular
languages.5

7

Conclusion

We have characterized the Strictly Piecewise languages and presented their basic
properties. Additionally, it was shown that SP languages complete a subregular
hierarchy based on precedence in the same way the Local classes form a hierarchy
based on adjacency. We have also provided algorithms for translating between
the SP grammars deﬁned here and ﬁnite state automata, as well as an algorithm
for deciding if some regular language is SP.
The theoretical contributions above provide a better understanding of linguistic, cognitive, and natural language processing models. We have already mentioned the capability of the SP languages to describe certain kinds of phonotactic
patterns [7,8]. The introductory Sarcee pattern, for example, is given by a SP2
grammar which only prohibits subsequences consisting of a [+anterior] sibilant
followed by a [-anterior] sibilant. Interestingly, SP languages also appear in models of reading comprehension [5,24] as well as in text classiﬁcation [14,1] (see also
Shawe-Taylor [20, chap. 11]). We hope that this paper continues to spur interest
in the utility and beauty of languages described piecewise.
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